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AWARD WINNING ACADEMIC JOINS LOCAL MUSIC CHARITY’S BOARD OF
TRUSTEES
Plymouth Music Zone has appointed its newest Trustee, Dr Clare Pettinger. As well as being a
successful singer/performer extraordinaire and long running supporter and fundraiser for PMZ, Dr
Pettinger is also an inspiring educator and award winning University of Plymouth academic who is
a passionate advocate for social justice in her chosen field of Public Health tackling food poverty
and encouraging creative wellbeing. Dr Pettinger is unusual in that she works across so many of
the areas PMZ is involved in - from music to wellbeing to academia and the third sector and with a
range of national multi-disciplinary experience in health and social care.
Dr Pettinger says she is delighted to join the charity:
"Music is one of the most connective and powerful gifts we have. In our too often harsh and cruel
world, music can bring hope, build bridges, exert joy and peace. PMZ is tapping into this
transformational power – with such inspirational results. I am already in awe of the team at PMZ,
their work is incredible. They bring highly skilled compassionate musical joy to many individuals
and communities in need, which is unique in itself. But they also have the privilege of working
within a very rare ‘family-team’ environment, which is supportive of both personal and
organisational developments. It is an honour to be joining this team, and I am really looking
forward to giving my time and sharing some special magical musical moments".
Dr Pettinger joins Plymouth Music Zone's six other PMZ Trustees who are giving their time and
expertise so generously to help PMZ move forward to the next stage of its development using
music to make a positive difference in the world.
Further information about Plymouth Music Zone
Plymouth Music Zone’s vision is of a world where no one feels left out or lonely. A world where the
transforming power of music can play its part in developing kind, happy, supportive and creative
communities. A world where people feel inspired, empowered and connected. A world where
PMZ works with others to bring hope through music to those who need it most.

The charity's work focuses on using music as a powerful tool to develop skills and the
health and emotional wellbeing of participants. For more information contact Debbie Geraghty,
PMZ’s Executive Director, on 0787 579 9882 or 01752 213690.
http://www.plymouthmusiczone.org.uk
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